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6^ July    A stern punishment in ireland    Carew MSS , 306
July    the queen's offence with the earl of essex    S P
Ireland, 205    121
ist August A great alarm and irish news Chamberlain's Letters,
P 55
^rd August instructions for the lord burleigh S P Dom ,
272 7
the spanish alarm    S P Dom , 271    140, 272    5
qth August master edward coke's lady Chamberlain's Letters,
P 63
$th August the forces mustering Chamberlain's Letters, pp 58-
60
>jth August fresh alarms Chamberlain's Letters, p 59 , Sahsbury
Papers, ix 282
%th August the preparations in the city Chamberlain's Letters,
p 60 , Sahsbury Papers, ix 2.81, 280
loth August 'the shoemaker's holiday' STC, 6523, Hens
Diary, i no , n 203 Approximate date of production The * book *
was bought on i5th July and published without entry in 1600 , see also
7th January, 1600
I2//5 August the defence force Chamberlain's Letters, p 62 ,
Salisbury Papers ix 428, 302
i%th August A lamentable defeat in ireland Sidney Papers,
ii 117, Penskurst Papers, n 384
22#af August the musters Sahsbury Papers, ix 317 , Stow's
Annals
an order concerning prices    Proclamations, 363
z^rd August the forces dispersing and irish news Chamberlain's
Letters, pp 61, 63 For Essex's previous generosity with knighthoods
see / £b& Journal, pp 62, 69, and // Eh* Journal, p 124 Cecil's
considered opinion on the invasion scare is given in a letter to John Manners
(Rutland MSS , i 356 Hist MSS Com XII Rep Ap iv) * though the
brutes that have been brought from sea are more violent then are possible
to be true, yett we knowe this for certayne that they have prepared in
Spayne myghtely to resist the fieete of the Lowe Contreyes, which having
now left the coast and being gone for the Canaries, the Spaniards that
care not for that place in respect of other desecggs (szc) to better purpose,
wilbe apt enough to convert the forces prepared for the defensive, to offend
us whome they presume to fynde without any shippes at sea and without
any store of commanders, things that will quicken the appetite of maliuous
enemyes '
ugust    the forces to be mustered again    Salisbury Papers,
322     Stow's Annals
z6th August the musters Stow's Annals
27*4 August the musters Stow's Annals
30*4 August the scottish ambassador Sidney Papers, n 119
334

